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ABSTRACT

The availability of a fast and accurate core neutronic calculational system is a valuable asset
in the operation and utilization of research reactors. Its primary value lies in optimum reload
design, fuel management, safety and utilization studies. In this paper the OSCAR-3
calculational system of the Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa (AEC) is discussed
in detail. The different components and important features are explained with a short summary
of some comparisons with experiments.

1. Introduction

When the SAFARI-1 research reactor had to start generating income from irradiation services, reload
designs based on traditional or fixed strategies were no longer satisfactory. A new mode of operation was
required that enables reload schedules and patterns to comply with the demand for irradiation services.
Flexible schedules are also needed to cope with emergency demands of reactor products or an unexpected
scram that requires a partial reload in order to overcome poisoning out. One way to manage this dynamic
environment is with the use of a fast and accurate core calculational system.

It is important to note that the use of a quality assured core calculational system also has other advantages
for the reactor operator, even if only fixed reload patterns are allowed by licencing or operational
constraints. This may include comprehensive fuel management which includes book-keeping of all
element positions and reload history. Furthermore a history dependent isotopic inventory (for the most
important fissionable isotopes and fission products) is available that could be used for safeguard reports
or to adjust detailed, but generic, inventory calculations. Other possibilities include the calculation of
more realistic limits (in contrast to the traditional and ultra conservative values) or the study of the effects
of in-core irradiations (different sample loadings) and changes in the reflector regions on assembly
burnup and core flux profiles.

2. Nodal methods and MTR analysis

The use of theoretical and calculational support have always played a role in the operation and safety of
research reactors. For this purpose two-dimensional transport or three-dimensional fine mesh finite-
difference diffusion calculations are generally used. However, we believe that in order for a code system
to aid the economical use of MTRs, it requires some special characteristics. Most importantly, the code
system must have full 3-D capabilities, should be accurate and most importantly, have short turnaround
times.

The very fast nodal diffusion methods, which are so successful in power reactor analysis, were long
regarded as unsuitable for MTR calculations, especially in two energy groups as is still the worldwide
norm. The reason is the small, heterogeneous MTR core, and resulting high leakages, which could
invalidate diffusion theory. Furthermore, the mostly non-commercial nature of research reactors provide
little incentive to develop the models and methods to deal with the unique features of these reactors. In
cases where nodal methods were used for research reactors [1 ], creative use had to be made of essentially
power reactor codes. In a previous paper [2] the suitability of multi-group nodal methods as incorporated
in OSCAR-3 was investigated, while in an accompanying paper [3], it is demonstrated that such a
dedicated code system can successfully be used to support research reactor operation and utilization.
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3. The OSCAR-3 core calculational system

OSCAR-3 is an acronym for an "Overall System
for the CAlculation of Reactors". The system
consists of four sub-systems (see Figure 1), each
with a distinct functionality. The most important
features of the sub-systems are highlighted but for
a more detailed description of all the codes and
some background information, the reader is
referred to Reference [4]. In the description of
CORANAattentionwillalsobegiventoadvanced H L T h e 0 S C A R _ 3 s u b-S y s tems.
features especially suited to MTRs with some
calculational examples.

OSCAR-3 is developed in a modular way that makes it easier to develop and maintain. Version control
and file headers provide protection to data and prevent improper access to files, therefore enhancing the
quality assurance. The system is kept general and flexible and all system dependent functions are
restricted to a single library to ensure the portability and therefore long term use of the code. All codes
in OSCAR-3 communicate via a set of well-defined interface files.

3.1 CROGEN

The calculational process starts with the generation of assembly and reflector cross sections. This is
achieved in the CROGEN sub-system. The fuel assembly depletion calculations are performed by
HEADE, a two-dimensional transport code based on a lower-order interface current metod [5]. HEADE
incorporates all the models to calculate multi-group homogenized assembly cross sections as a function
of exposure, fuel temperature, moderator density and temperature. In addition, flux and power form
functions, discontinuity factors and re-homogenization moments (see description later) are also calculated
to be used in the reactor calculation.

In the reflector regions, few group homogenized reflector cross section data are obtained from the
EQUIVA code. From a high order transport solution of an one-dimensional model of the reflector,
EQUIVA calculates few-group homogenized reflector cross sections. It applies advanced reflector
homogenization methods [6] in an attempt to conserve all transport and anisotropic behaviour of the
reflector in the core diffusion calculation. Another important function of CROGEN is the generation of
homogenized cross sections and form functions for geometrically complex irradiation rigs. This is done
with STYX, a two-dimensional collision probability code [7]. Currently it is also used to determine the
control assemblies' homogenized cross sections.

3.2 CROLIN

CROLIN provides the link between CROGEN and CORANA. Itmay also serve as the linkbetween other
assembly codes and OSCAR-3. CROLIN performs a least-squares quadratic polynomial fit [8] through
the cross section data for a given fuel assembly or reflector channel type. The exposure range is sub-
divided into sub-ranges to enhance the accuracy of the fit. Since only the calculated polynomial
coefficients are stored on the interface file, considerable space is saved. The materials required for a core
analysis can then be combined into a run-time library. The program module used to reconstruct the cross
sections and other data, as a function of assembly and core conditions (fuel temperature, exposure,
coolant temperature and density etc.) also forms part of CROLIN.
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3.3 CORANA

The reactor reload and burnup studies are performed in CORANA. The core neutronic calculations are
performed by MGRAC, a nodal diffusion code while the core reload is performed by SHUFFLE.
Geometrically the core is modelled in a Cartesian array of rectangular channels while it is axially divided
into user defined layers. The reflector regions can either be modelled with albedo boundary conditions
or modelled explicitly with homogenized parameters from EQUIVA.

Various edit options are available in MGRAC including assembly averaged powers, energy dependent
fluxes and isotopic masses (U, Pu, Xe, etc). More detailed results, such as plate powers, peaking factors
or production rates (in an irradiation rig) are calculated from the coarse mesh results and a flux
reconstruction technique.

One of the most important features of MGRAC, that distinguishes it from most other nodal codes, is the
multi-group analytic nodal method [9]. Most other nodal codes are programmed only for two energy
groups and can not easily be extended to an arbitrary number of energy groups. Since MTRs are small,
the modelling of core leakage is important. To take the different leakage spectra into account, SAFARI-1
calculations are performed in six energy groups. In the table below the importance of the multi-group
capability is illustrated with a comparison between equilibrium core BOC results for SAFARI-1
performed in two, four and six groups.

Table 1. The effect of multi-group nodal diffusion calculations.

Calculation performed:

k-eff

Maximum power error

RMS relative power error

Reference
6 groups

1.03133

-

-

4 groups

+863 pcm

3.2 %

1.4%

2 groups

+1896 pcm

3.9%

2.0 %

The most significant difference is in the core reactivity with a difference of 1896 pcm between the 6- and
2-group results (pcm = Ak-eff x 105). When a critical bank search (one of the criticality searches
available in MGRAC) was used to compute the critical bank, a difference in the bank position of 4 cm
was found. Significant differences in the calculated relative power values are also seen.

The core depletion calculations in MGRAC are simulated by the quasi-static approach. The flux solution
of a static diffusion calculation at a preselected burnup step is used for the solution of the time dependent
isotopic depletion calculations. The microscopic depletion equations are solved analytically with the flux
spectrum and the flux or power level being kept constant for the duration of the burnup step. In
OSCAR-3 a "redepletion" model is incorporated to account for the discrepancies between the depletion
calculations performed in the nodal and assembly codes. When nodes are homogenized, and especially
if explicit burnup chains are not fully represented in the homogenized materials, nodal depletion
calculations will not reproduce the reference, heterogeneous results. In OSCAR-3 a correction is
calculated by repeating the depletion calculation using the homogenized cross sections and specified
burnup chains, but using the flux levels and burnup time steps of the assembly calculation. The
difference in number densities are tabulated at each burnup step and used to correct the macroscopic cross
sections, and also when isotope masses are edited.

Sophisticated cross section feedback models are employed during the static calculations that take the
intra-node shape into account. Homogenized nodal cross sections are not constant throughout a node,
but can change due to variations in power, temperatures and densities. In MGRAC this variation is taken
into account for the calculation of coupling coefficients. The radial and axial intra-node shapes of the
exposure, fuel temperature and xenon concentration and the axial variation in water density are taken
into account. In SAFARI-1 calculations the effect of the exposure- and xenon intra-node shape alone
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could have an effect of up to 1.4% in assembly powers. Although this could be considered small, the
accumulative effect over the core history could be significant.

A further advancement in the cross section models is the rehomogenization performed in order to take
global flux shapes into account. Homogenized cross sections are calculated from assembly calculations
performed for a single assembly with reflective (zero net current) boundary conditions. However, this
is not the environment that the assembly experiences in the core. Some solutions that has been proposed,
is to iterate between nodal and assembly calculations, perform "mini-core" calculations or to parametrize
the nodal cross sections as function of boundary condition perturbations. A much simpler method is
employed in OSCAR-3, based on the method proposed by Smith [10]. In the assembly code, moments
of the cross sections are calculated in terms of the basis functions employed later in the nodal code.
These moments are used to correct the homogenized cross sections for deviations of the homogeneous
flux shape determined by MGRAC from the (flat) zero current shape assumed in the assembly
calculation. In MTRs the large leakages cause steep flux gradients and could therefore, in particular,
benefit from the rehomogenization. In a SAFARI-1 BOC calculation the effect of including
rehomogenization was up to 4% in relative assembly powers.

3.4 MAESTRO

The graphical user interface called MAESTRO simplifies the use of OSCAR-3 and will eventually be
the only interface between the user and code system. Currently MAESTRO is used to define the reactor
core and storage pools geometry. Furthermore a user friendly graphical input processor is utilized as a
front end to perform core analysis and reload design. Results such as assembly powers, energy dependent
fluxes and isotopic masses are displayed and can be compared with results from other cycles or
alternative reload designs. The graphical user interface enhances the quality assurance of calculations
in as far as error checks and default values are built into MAESTRO. It also includes a report generator
where predefined results can be edited and compared in a hard-copy report. The aim is to generate the
documentation required by licence and operating procedures.

With the use of MAESTRO, reload design is performed with a simple drag and drop operation.
Symmetry and assembly uniqueness checks ensure that only valid elements are loaded. To assist the user,
online help and manuals are available (in HTML format) that explain the use of MAESTRO and program
options. MAESTRO enhances the efficiency of the core reload analysis and help to manage the huge
volume of data generated in core follow calculations.

4. Experimental Comparisons

OSCAR-3 has been used since 1995 to follow SAFARI-1 operation. During that time numerous
comparisons have been made to controlled experiments. Below, a short summary of the difference
between OSCAR-3 predictions and in-core foil measurements is given. The different foils are identified
with the number of experiments given in brackets, hi an accompanying paper [3] the reader can find
results of specific experiments and theoretical core configuration studies.

Table 2. Theoretical predictions compared to in-core foil measurements.

In-core foils used

Average % difference

RMS % difference

Standard deviation from average

Co-59 (56)

-4.0 %

11.4%

10.7 %

Au-197 (4)

-3.3 %

6.4 %

5.5 %

Ni-58 (4)

20%

2 3 %

9.3 %

Fe-58 (4)

22%

22%

4.3 %
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5. Future development

The development of OSCAR-3 is continuing with improvements being made in several areas.
MAESTRO is constantly being made more user friendly with new user defined features being added. The
extension of the graphical user interface to include CROGEN (assembly definition and calculations) is
planned. Research has commenced to add the method of characteristics, including higher order
scattering, to CROGEN.

A major rewrite of OSCAR-3 is currently in progress that for each assembly will decouple the nodal
calculational axial mesh from a previously defined geometrical mesh in which physical quantities such
as number densities and burnup will be calculated. Conversions between the two mesh structures will
be done via a 1-D axial homogenization / de-homogenization method. This will allow the modelling of
the actual movement of control rod followers into and out of the core and the accurate determination of
the burnup profile in the follower. A further advantage is improved accuracy in the determination of local
fluxes in irradiation rigs.

For MGRAC a higher order nodal method is being investigated, which will first be used for flux
reconstruction and later, if practical, for core calculations. Other developments include a connection
between OSCAR-3 and MCNP that will enable ex-core transport calculations to be performed utilizing
the physical core conditions.
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